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This is a clarification or correction of publically used KLAS data  

that was unclear, partial, or incorrect. 

 

Today’s Date:  September 12, 2013 

 

Who: Nuance
 

What: Press Release 

When: September 11, 2013 

Where: Press release distribution and on website http://www.nuance.com/company/news-

room/press-releases/Nuance-Top-Ranked-in-KLAS-for-Coding-Solutions-9-13.docx 

 

Part I 

Data Claim 1:  
In their press release issued September 11, 2013, Nuance claimed in their title, “Computer-Assisted 

Coding Report Shows Nuance Excels in Customer Support, Quality, and Timely Implementation for ICD-

10 Transition.” 

 

Data Klarification 1:  
A. KLAS has not yet published a computer-assisted coding report. While there is one scheduled, that 

report will remain incomplete until later this year. 

 

B. Nuance properly submitted a press release to KLAS for review. As part of the review process 

however, KLAS did not indicate in its response that there is currently no live data on computer-

assisted coding. 

 
C. KLAS is not currently reporting on Clintergrity 360 | Computer-Assisted Coding. KLAS has 

reported on Clintegrity 360 Coding, which KLAS classifies as a traditional coding solution.   

 

Data Restatement for Data Claims 1:  

It would be more accurate for Nuance to say in their press release, “Clintergrity 360 | Coding receives 

high confidence from many of their customers regarding quality, customer support, and timely 

implementations for ICD-10 transition.” 

 

Part II 

Data Claim 3: Nuance claims, “According to KLAS findings, customers show a high level of 

satisfaction in product performance and trust in Nuance in helping them achieve HIPAA and ICD-10 

compliance.” 

 
Data Klarification 3: In the review process, KLAS did not adequately provide direction on Data 

http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/Nuance-Top-Ranked-in-KLAS-for-Coding-Solutions-9-13.docx
http://www.nuance.com/company/news-room/press-releases/Nuance-Top-Ranked-in-KLAS-for-Coding-Solutions-9-13.docx


Claim 3. In its press release, Nuance cites three specific providers. This does not necessarily represent 

the whole of the commentaries from the KLAS database. Furthermore, KLAS did not conclude with 

any overall findings regarding “satisfaction in product performance and trust Nuance in helping 

achieve HIPAA and ICD-10 compliance.”  

 

Data Restatement for Data Claim 3:  

It would be more accurate for Nuance to say in their press release, “According to interviews conducted 

by KLAS on the Clintergrity 360 | Coding product, several of the providers stated satisfaction in certain 

specific areas.” 

 

Part III 

Data Claim 4: The press release references Clintegrity 360 | Coding 

 

Data Klarification 4: Clintergrity 360 | Coding is formerly Quantim Coding. Historical KLAS 

performance data on Clintegrity 360 | Coding has been listed as Nuance Quantim Coding. The name is 

being updated in the KLAS database to reflect the Clintegrity 360 | Coding brand.  

 

 
 
 
 
 


